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1.0

Introduction

1.1

Scope

1.1.1

This report has been prepared by Claire Harbinson, a Senior Arboricultural
Consultant with Treework Environmental Practice, to review a survey of the
condition of the tree population on Tooting Common that will inform a 10-year
management strategy and Heritage Lottery Fund bid for the Common.

1.1.2

The full scope of the survey was provided in a fee proposal to Susanna
Kryuchenkova on 15th January 2015 .

1.1.3

This report is based on the client brief, the key points of which are as follows:

•

•

•

To study and analyse key arboricultural issues affecting Tooting Common and
propose appropriate solutions and options to resolve any problems and issues
identified.
To develop and agree a clear and realistic framework for maintaining,
managing and improving the trees, tree avenues and woodland on the
Common.
To produce a key action plan linked to a series of detailed area maps {GIS
linked) supported by visual material.

1.2

Survey and Tree Assessment Methodology

1.2.1

The Tree Survey of the site was undertaken between 10th Feb and 13th March 2015.
The trees were assessed by Geoff Menck, an Arboricultural Consultant with
Treework Environmental Practice.

1.2.2

The inspection took place from ground level aided by the Visua l Tree Assessment
method (M attheck and Breloer, 1994)

1

.

1.3

Data Collection

1.3.1

The data collected, as agreed with Pat Langley of Wandsworth Borough Council,
included an individual object ID number, single/group categorisation, number of
trees in a group, tree species, height, numb er of stems, stem diameter at breast
height (DBH), age class, physiological condition, condition notes, site notes (where
this has a bearing on the present or future health or structura l condition of the tree)

1

Mattheck, C and Broeler, H. (1994) The Body Language of Trees. TSO, London.
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and preliminary management recommendations. Ground surface type and parcel
number data (see Section 2.5.1 ) were also collected .
1.3.2

All measurements are in metric. Measurements were recorded with the aid of
measuring devices where applicable.

1.3.3

The detailed tree data records are presented in the Tree Schedule table in Appendix

C. Trees (T), groups (G), and woodlands (W) have been allocated an individual
number. This number is used to identify individu al trees and groups throughout this
report, within the Tree Schedu le and on all Plans presented in the appendices of
this report.
1.4

Limitations

1.4.1

The survey was a preliminary assessment from ground level and observations were
made solely from visual inspection for the purposes of the assessment of the
cond ition of trees. Only binoculars, trowel, mallet and fine manual metal probe
were used to aid tree assessment where necessary. No invasive or other detailed
internal decay detection devices were used in assessing trunk condition . No formal
risk assessment of the trees was carried out.

1.4.2

The survey was undertaken without trees plotted on a topographical base map as
reference. The trees have therefore been plotted using a geo-referenced base map
and aerial photography in Treework EP's specialist tree management software MyTrees.

1.4.3

The conc lusions relate to conditions found at the time of inspection. The
recommendations contained within this report (see Appendices C and D) are valid
for a period of one year only.

2.0

BACKGROUND TO TOOTING COMMON

2.1

General Information

2.1.1

Tooting Common is a large area of some 92 hectares within the London Borough of
Wandsworth, and is the Borough's largest open space. The main part of the
Common, known as Tooting Bee Common, li es to the north of Tooting Bee Road,
and is bisected roughly north-west/south-east by the main roads Bedford Hill and
Dr Johnson Avenue. Two railway lin es run through Tooting Bee Common, running

5
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north-west/south-east and east-west. The Common as a whole is su rrounded by
residential housing and roads.
2.1.2

The site is a mixt ure of open grassland with scattered trees and woodl and, with
formal and informal pat hs. Sports and recreation facilities have been insta lled at
various locations, and include the Lido, football pitches, t en nis courts, running and
cycling tracks, a formal running track, a cafe, car parks and a ch ildren's playground.

2.2

History

2.2.1

The Common has been in existence for many centuries, and was principally used for
grazing and therefore co mpri sed open grassland, with few wooded areas. The size
of th e Common shrank as the surrounding area became more built up, notably in
the 19th ce ntury when housing development encroached on th e Common land.
Tooting Graveney Common (Parcel 15) and the area around the lake on Tooting Bee
Common (Parcel 20) were exploited for gravel in the 19th century2.

2.3

Soil and Topography

2.3.1

Topography

The common is mostly flat, but with local undulat ions, particularly in the areas that
were formerly gravel pits.
2.3.2

Soils

The majority of the site is covered by London Clay, a heavy clay of a shrinkable type .
However, a broad skein of sand and gravel (Boyn Hill River Terrace) overlies the
London Clay to the south of the site

3

.

The predominantly clay soils and heavy usage

of the site, which favour soil compaction, have resulted in waterlogging being a
pervasive problem across much of the Common.
2.4

Access and Usage

2.4.1

The Common is a w ell used local facility. Many formal footpaths and informal desire
lines criss-cross the site, and virtually all areas, bar those with dense undergrowth
and on the islands on the lake, are publically accessible. Given the relatively high
density of the surrounding residential area and the facilities provided , the Common
enjoys a high level of public use, which puts pressure on some of the more
vulnerable trees and woodland area s.

2
3

http://www.friendsoftootingcommon.org.uk/history.html
London Conservation Services Ltd (2005) Management Plan for Tooting Common Woodlands 2005 to 2010.
6
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2.5

Recent Management

2.5.1

The Common is owned and managed by Wandsworth London Borough. Recent
management has been conservative, and appears to have concentrated on pruning
or removing trees to manage risk and the piecemeal planting of new trees in certain
areas. The Common's tree population has been well-managed within the resources
ava ilable. Mature trees are not removed until absolutely necessary from a risk
management point of view (Pat Langley, pers. comm) and deadwood is left in situ
where appropriate to provide deadwood habitat. Woodlands are largely managed
by non-intervention 4 •

2.5.2

Parcels - Management Areas

Wandsworth London Borough has divided the Common into parcel areas for tree
management purposes that reflect the different character areas of the Common's
tree population. These parcel numbers and names are referred to throughout this
document, and a sketch map of their locations is given in Appendix A. The Tree
Schedu le shows the parcel within which each tree is located, and the Tree Location
Plan at Appendix 2 also shows their location).

3.0

THE TREE POPULATION

3.1

Overview

3.1.1

The Common hosts trees of diverse species, age and community types, ranging from
standa lone specimen trees in amenity grassland to formal avenues, blocks of
woodland and informal groups. This diversity reflects that the common is both a
managed and a natural environment. In broad management terms, th e population
can be divided into four types of tree subpopu lations: amenity trees, woodlands,
informal groups and avenues. As these last are the subject of the Heritage Tree
Report, they are not treated in detail here.

3.1.2

Native species predominate, especia lly among the older trees, but non-native
amenity species and cu ltivars are also common, particularly in the grassed areas.
The age class is re latively well distributed.

3.1.3

Key arboricultura l features are the historic avenues of mature trees that line Dr
Johnson Avenue (predominantly pedunculate oaks of mixed age, with some
specimens dating from the original 16th century avenue and other semi-mature and
young replacement specimens), Garrads Road (mature horse chestnuts along the

4

Ibid.
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roadside; oaks from 17th - 19th century on the internal row) and the internal path
that runs from Tooting Bee Road to Bedford Hill known as Chestnut Avenue
(predominantly mature horse chestnuts with some younger replacements).
3.1.4

Large mature pedunculate oaks (Quercus robur), some of which have veteran
features and many of which are pollards, are distributed across the site, and are a
defining feature of the Common, dating from the time when it was semi -rural
grazing land. These trees are sentries; historical reminders of the Common's past.

3.1.5

Various pockets of secondary broadleaf woodland are distributed across the site;
these appear to have grown up within the last century, possibly following the
complete cessation of grazing on the Common. They are dominated by oak, with
smaller populations of hornbeam, hawthorn, sma ll -leaved lime and sycamore, and
other broadleaved species.

3.2

Species Mix

3.2.1

The tree species found on the Common are mostly a mix of native and naturalised
broadleaves, including pedunculate, or English, oak (Quercus robur), small-leaved
lime (Tilia cordata), ash (Fraxinus excelsior), hawthorn (Crataegus monogyna),
sycamore (Acer pseudoplatanus), elm (Ulmus sp.) and birch (Betula pendula). Of
these, pedunculate oak make up 25% of the population.

3.2.2

These natives are joined by non-native specimens popularly planted as amenity
trees, such as horse chestnut (Aesculus hippocastanum; 9% of the population),
London plane (Platanus acerifolia), Turkey oak (Quercus cerris), Norway maple (Acer
platanoides), and Lombardy poplar (or Italian black poplar; Populus nigra 'ltalica')

and railway poplar (Populus x canadensis). Other native broad leaves and Scots pine
are distributed more occasionally around the Common. The choice of planted
species reflects fashions in trees at the time of planting, for example, London plane
and horse chestnut being a legacy of late Victorian and early 201h century fashions,
and Norway maple and poplar being later 20th century choices.
3.2.3

The secondary woodlands are a mixture of planted trees and natural regeneration,
and are dominated by oak, with localised stands of beech and hornbeam and
occasional ash, elm and field maple.

3.2.4

Table 1 lists the species found on site, their frequency and their percentage of the
total population . It can be seen from the table that over half of the population
(56%) consists of the 5 most frequent species (pedunculate oak, horse chestnut,
common hawthorn, small-leaved lime and sycamore).
8
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Table 1- Species distribution across the population
Species
Number
Quercus robur (Enqlish oak)
Aesculus hiooocastanum (Horse chestnut)
Crataeaus monoavna (Common hawthorn)
Tilia cordata (Small leaved lime)
Acer pseudoplatanus (Sycamore)
Fraxin us excelsior (Ash)
Quercus cerris ITurkev oak)
Betula pendula (Silver birch)
Acer campestre (Field maple)
Platanus x hisoanica (London plane)
Pooulus x ca nadensis (Railway poplar)
Carpinus betulus (H ornbeam)
Crataeaus so. (Hawthorn so.)
Acer platanoides (Norwav maple)
Ulmus sp. (Elm sp.)
Padus avium (Bird cherrv)
Prunus SP. (Prunus SP.)
Populus nigra 'ltalica' (Italian black poplar)
Tilia sp. (Lime sp.)
Salix fraqilis (Crack willow)
llex aquifolium (Holly)
Cerasus avium (Wild cherry)
Sambucus niara (Elder)
Alnus alutinosa (Common alder)
Pinus nigra (Austrian pine)
Faaus sylvatica (Beech)
Populus tremula (Aspen)
Quercus rubra (Red oak)
Salix caprea (Goat willow)
Corvlus avellana (Common hazel)
Sorbus aria (Whitebeam)
Acer rubrum (Red maple)
Quercus robur 'Fastiaiata Aurea' 0
Prunus spinosa (Blackthorn)
Quercus ilex (Holm oak)
Malus SP. (Apple SP.)
Populus candicans (Grey poplar)
Robinia pseudoacacia (False acacia)
Taxus baccata (Yew)
Aescu lus x carnea (Red horse chestnut)
Fraxinus ornus (Manna ash)
Ailanthus altissima (Tree of heaven)
Alnus cordata (Italian Alder)
Populus nigra (Black poplar)
Thuia sp. (Thuia)
Betula pubescens (Oownv birch)
Carpinus betulus 'Fastigiata' (Fastigiate
hornbeam)
Gleditsia triacanthos (Honev locust)
Ligustrum sp. (Privet)
Liquidambar stvraciflua (Sweet qum)
Malus svlvestris (Crab aoole)
Pinus sylvestris (Scots pine)
Sorbus aucuparia (Rowan)
Betula utilfs (Himalavan birch)
Prunus cerasifera (Cherry Plum (Myrobalan))
Salix alba (White willow)
Other broadleaves
Total
* Species numbers in groups and wood lands are estimated

% of population

712
240
236
208
192
189
177
127
79
76
66
63
61
57
57
56
51
50
45
42
37
34
32
31
31
26
26
26
26
22
21
17
17
15
12
11
11
10
9
8
8
7
7
7
7
6

25
9
8
7
7
7
6
5
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1

6
5
5
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
23
2806

<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
1
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3.3

Age Class Distribution

3.3.1

A we ll distributed range of age classes represents a healthy tree population that is
sustainable into the future and, in more natural environments, shows that natural
regeneration is occurring. The Tooting Common tree population has a reasonably
balanced age class distribution, although there is a lower proportion of young trees
than might be expected for an environment of this type. Ninety-seven trees were
classified as Ancient/Veteran, which is a signifi cant population. Table 2 shows the
age class distribution for individual trees (note that tree groups are not included, as
although they were assigned an age class in the survey based on the dominant class,
they may have conta in ed a mix of ages of trees). The spatial distribution of the
different age classes of the Common's trees is shown on the Age Class Distribution
Plan (Drawing No. 150317-TC-ACDBP-NK-1.0) at Appendix E.

Y (Young)

SM (Semi Mature)
M (Mature), LM (Late Mature), PM (Post
Mature)
EM (Early Mature)

A/V (Ancient I Veteran)

0

10

20

30

40

so

Figure 1 - Age Classes as a Percentage of the Tota l Individual Tree Population
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4.0

TREE CONDITION SURVEY SUMMARY

4.1

Overview

4.1.1

The tree populat ion is in genera lly good condition, and, relative to the size of the
population,

t he

number

of

trees

for

which

im mediate

remed ial

works

recommendations were made were few (195 tree records of 2252; see Appendix D
for a prioritised work schedu le for individual trees, groups and woods). For
exam ple, only 103 tree features of the 2252 recorded were deemed to be in a Poor
physiologica l condition, which is less than 5% of the total population.

4.1.2

Several key issues related to tree health and condition were id entifi ed that will
requ ire management in the coming decade to maintain a healthy and sust ainable
tree population . These issues are explored in detail in the following paragraphs, and
a summary is given in Table 2.
Table 2: Summary of Tree Condition Key Issues

4.2
4.2.1

Key Issue

Section No

Acute Oak Decline

4.2

Compacted, Waterlogged and Contaminated Soil

4.3

Vete ran Tree Man agement

4.4

Horse Chestnut Management

4.5

Culverden Road Poplars

4.6

Losses of Newly Planted Trees

4.7

Woodlan ds - Compaction, Erosion and Holly Invasion

4.8

Tree Avenues

4 .9

Acute Oak Decline (AOD)
Twenty-eight oak trees were found to be displaying possi ble symptom s of Acute
Oak Decline (AOD}. AOD is a condition that affects both native oak species (Quercus
robur, known as pedunculate or English oak, and Quercus petraea - sessile oak) in

Britain, particularly recognised 20 - 30 years ago but seemingly now on the increase.
M ature trees, typica lly over 50 years of age, are affected . Key symptoms are black
weep ing patches on st ems (called st em bleeds); and les ions and necrotic tissue
(underlying the localised bleeding areas and larval galleries) may be observed,
showing a weaving, sinuous path along the cambial zone. The bark beetle Agrillus
biguttatus may be associated with AOD, although it is also found in trees that do

not show AOD symptom s. The causal age nts of AOD are poorly understood, and it is
likely that a suite of factors is involved. Reponses to AOD are also variable, with
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some trees carrying symptoms but not showing marked decline, and other
developing symptoms rapidly over 18 months and dying within 4 to 6 years 5 .
4.2.2

During the survey, trees with stem bleeds consistent with AOD and obvious signs of
crown deterioration were recorded as being 'likely' to have AOD . Trees either with
stem bleeds consistent with AOD but no obvious crown symptoms, or obvious
crown symptoms consistent with AOD and unexplained by other possib le causes but
no stem bleeds were categorised as 'possible' sufferers of AOD. Table 3 shows trees
identified as 'Likely' and 'Possible' carriers of AOD . The locations of these trees are
shown on Acute Oak Decline Distribution Plan (Drawing No 150317-TC-AODDP-1.0NK) at Appendix F. Trees showing these symptoms are distributed across the
Common. It is suggested that samples be coll ected and sent to Forest Research (the
Forestry Commission's pathology laboratory) to rule out other possible causes of
the symptoms observed (e.g., Phytophthora sp.).

Fig 3: (left) Typical stem bleeds associated with AOD (©TEP); (right)
lesion beneath outer bark at stem bleed (© Forestry Commissio.n) .
Table 3 -Trees Recorded with Likely and Possible Acute Oak Decline Symptoms
AOD likely
TS6 *, T381 *, T708, T1034, T1036 *,
T1050,T1051, T1052,T1513, T1514,
T1526

W1352
* Ancient/Veteran

5

AOD possible
T62 *, T116, T120, T251,T252, T384 *,
T604, T706,T710,T1044, T1049,
T1053 * , T1057*, T1322*, T1730,
T1937, T2251*
W2252

http ://www.forestry.gov. uk/fr/acuteoakdecl ine
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4.2.3

Although the causa l agents of AOD are not well understood, it has been suggested
that poor soi l drainage (e.g., as found in heavy clay soils like those on Tooting
Common, see Section 2.3 .2) and poor soil ferti lity (which can be worsened by
compaction, see Section 4.3) may be contributory factors that pre-dispose trees to
AOD 6 . Therefore, cu ltural amelioration of poor soil conditions may be of use in
improving the growing environment of affected trees and therefore their response
to AOD. Recommendations have therefore been made to mulch the rooting zones
of affected trees with uncomposted woodchip to improve drainage and release
nutrients into the soil for the trees to exploit (see Appendix D for a detailed
specification ).

4.3

Compacted Soil, Waterlogging and Soil Contamination

4 .3.1

Compaction and Erosion

Soil conditions in the areas experiencing the most footfall (adjacent to formal paths,
desire lines, and in the woodland blocks with no understorey) are clearly compacted
and eroded, providing a poor rooting environment for trees in these areas. Soil
compaction reduces pore spaces for water and air, preventing roots from respiring
and taking up water and nutrients, ultimately leading to root death. Compacted
so ils may also have such a high bulk density that they present a mechanical
impediment to root growth. Particularly where affected trees are late mature or
anci ent/veteran, excessive soil compaction will have a negative effect on tree
health and longevity.

Fig 4: (left) Mature oak surrounded by compacted/eroded (Parcel 3)

soil; (right) soil compaction in W2252 (Parcel 15).

6

Denman, S., Brown, N., Kirk, S., Jeger, M. and Webber, J. (2014) A description of the symptoms of Acute Oak
Decline in Britain and a comparative review on causes of similar disorders on oak in Europe. Forestry, 0, 1-17.
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4.3.2

Water/ogging
The heavy clay soil s, flattish topography and high usage in some areas al l contribute
to waterlogging. Weather cond itions during the 4-week survey were mostly dry, yet
persistent waterlogging was observed in Parcels 2 (The Triangle) and 4 (North of
Bedford Hill). Pers iste nt waterlogging creates anaerobic conditions for tree root
growth, and can on ly be wel l tolerated by a handful of species (e.g., willows and
alders), notably not t he amenity poplars and oak found in the worst affected areas.
Loca lised pooling also occurs along and j ust adjacent to many of the main paths
with in th e woodlands. Waterlogging is likely to have a deleterious effect on tree
hea lth in the lon g term, as it causes anaerob ic conditions th at inhibit root growth.
Anecdotal reports also cite frequent waterlogging of t he London planes (G563)
along the north side of Bedford Hill.

where trees are affected by persistent waterloggi ng.

Fig 6: Wat erlogging along a
woodland path (W2252)

14
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4.3.3

Soil contamination
Whilst no soi l sampling was undertaken as part of this project, it has been
documented at other similar sites (e.g., Burnham Beeches) that high levels of dog
faeces and urine can change the nutrient composition in so ils in a way that can
harm plant growth, in particul ar raising phosphorus and nitrogen to levels that are
toxic to plants and beneficial fungi (mycorrhizae), inhibiting nutrient uptake by trees
and therefore impairing tree health

7

.

During th e survey, it was observed that a large

number of dogs use the Common, and it is therefore likely that dog fou ling is
affecting soil conditions and potentially tree health. Separate soil composition and
dog usage studies would need to be undertaken to elucidate the true effect of the
dog popu lation on the Common, but might be useful to inform management of
vulnerable trees in popular dog walking areas.
4.4

Veteran Management

4.4.1

The Common boasts some 97 veteran trees, most of which are oaks, many of which
are historic pollards. These are identified in the Tree Schedule in Appendix A by the
designation Ancient/Veteran in the Age Class column. They are distributed across
the common, with concentrations in Parcel 1 (Emmanuel Road), the south of Parcel
2 (The Triangle) Parcel 8 (Cafe Woods) and the western edge of Streatham Woods .

4.4.2

Veteran trees are older trees that are of interest biologically, aesthetically and
cultura lly. They have the characteristics of ancient trees (e.g., hollow stems, fungal
decay, retren ching crown ) but are not ancient in years.

8

Veteran trees offer

important habitats for specific dependent species, notably invertebrates and wood
decaying fungi, and are a physical reminder of the human heritage of the Common.
However, given their age they are vulnerable to environmental change, particularly
in areas of high human usage, and require careful management if they are to thrive.

7

Barnard, A. (2003) Getting the Facts - Dog Walking and Visitor Numbers at Burnham Beeches and their
Implications f or the Management Process, Countryside Recreat ion, 11(2), 16-19.
8
Lonsdale, D. (2013} Ancient and other Veteran Trees: Further Guidance on Management. The Tree Council,
London, p. 4.
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Fig 7 : Veteran trees on the Common - oaks, pollarded and
pollarded Manna ash (grafted specimen)

4.4.3

The condition of the veteran trees on the Common is varied. Table 4 gives a
breakdown of the veteran tree population by physiological condition, and shows
that only 25% are in good condition, while 12% are in poor and 60% are in fair
condition. The poorer physiological condition may have various causes, and in some
cases there may be no obvious cause, but it is notable that roughly 24% and 18% of
those in Fair and Poor physiological condition, respectively, are growing in
compacted or waterlogged soil (see Tree Schedule at Appendix C). Nine veteran
trees are displaying symptoms of AOD.
Table 4: Physiological Condition of Veteran Trees
Condition

Number

Percentage of total population

Good

24

25

Fair

58

60

Poor

12

12

Dead

3

3

Total

97

100
16
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4.4.4

Several specimens within Streatham Woods (Parcel 13} and North of Bedford Hill
(Parcel 4} are being crowded by younger trees. As these younger trees grow they
will suppress ep icormic growth within the inner/lower crowns of the veterans,
growth that is important for veteran trees undergoing crown retrenchment. Trees
immediately around these veterans shou ld therefore be removed to allow light to
penetrate and inner/lower crown growth to be stimulated (so-called 'halo
thinning'}.

Fig 8: Veteran oak (T541) crowded by younger trees

4.4.5

All 97 veteran trees wi ll require particular management attention to ensure that
they do not pose an unacceptable risk to the public, and that they are not subjected
to adverse environmenta l cond itions that will shorten their life expectancy,
resulting in a loss valuable habitat and human heritage. Management should
include regular inspection, amelioration of soil conditions where appropriate,
exclusion of pedestrian traffic within the rooting area of particularly vulnerable
trees and halo thinning. The Key Action Plan at Section 5.0 lists some key actions for
veteran tree management.

4.5

Horse Chestnut Management

4.5.1

There are 223 horse chestnuts distributed across the site, with particular
concentrations where they form avenues: the double avenue known as Chestnut
Aven ue that runs north -south adjacent to the tennis courts (Parcels 7 and 20), and
the single avenue that runs north -sout h along Garrads Road. Horse chestnuts pose a
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particular management issue due to their deteriorating structural condition in old
age, and their susceptibil ity to severa l diseases.
4.5.2

The older of horse chestnuts are showing structura l weaknesses and decay that
typically affect this species in old age, and those that are worst affected have been
reduced or pollarded to reduce the risk of branch fai lure. As horse chestnut is a
poor compartmentaliser of decay, this has in evitably led to further decay in some
specimens; and eventually these trees will need to be further reduced or removed .

4.5.3

"Bleeding canker" is caused by the bacteri a Pseudomonas syringae pv. aesculi; this
disease causes bleeding lesions to form on the stem s and branches of horse
chestnut. In older trees these lesions can gird le branches and ca use localised crown
death; in young and middle-aged trees the lesions can girdle the entire stem,
causing general decline and whole tree death. P. syringae was observed in 38 of the
horse chestnuts on the Common, and stem gird ling was observed on younger
specimens. Most of th e affected trees are concentrated along Chestnut Avenue.
The distribution of horse chestnuts and those with bleeding canker are shown on
the Distribution of Horse Ch estnut Plan (Drawing no. 150327-TC-DoHC-l.O-NK) at
Appendix F. Younger trees with girdl ed stems should be removed and repla ced;
infected middle-aged specimens may manage to overcome the lesions, but the
disease progression shou ld be monitored and any gird led trees removed.

Fig 9: Problem horse chestnuts on Chestnut Avenue, (left) young
tree girdled by bleeding canker; (middl e) bleeding canker on an
early mature tree, (right) mature tree in poor structural condition

4.5.4

The other two diseases both affect the leaves: Guignardia aesculi is a fungus with a
long association with horse chestnut leaves, and causes premature browning and
tissue necrosis in late summer; by itself its effects are negligible. Cameraria
ohridella is a leaf mining moth that feeds on horse chestnut leaves, again causing

premature browning and leaf death from as early as May/June. In concert, these
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two pathogens reduce the period of the year during which the trees can effectively
photosynthesise. Cameraria is a recent arrival in the UK (first recorded in 1996) and
its effects on the health of the horse chestnut are not well researched. Studies have
suggested that horse chestnut may adapt to the moth attack by photosynthesising
earlier in the season, although the attacks may reduce its reproductive ability
(affected trees produce smaller conkers)

9

•

However, there is no doubt that the

aesthetic value of the species is lessened by the early browning of the leaves.
Although the tree survey was not conducted while the trees were in leaf, Cameraria
is widespread across London, and it is likely that the trees on the Common are
affected . The key management issue related to the foliar damage of horse
chestnuts is whether they are a suitable species to replant, given their depleted
aesthetic appeal.
4.6

Poplars to the Rear of Culverden Road

4.6.1

Mixed-age groups of railway and Lombardy poplars have been planted in the area
to the east of Culverden Road (Parcel 4; North of Bedford Hill, Object ID no 482529); they range in age from semi-mature to late mature. Many of the more mature
specimens are displaying signs of structural failure, and so me have been
"pollarded" to minimise the risk of parts falling. Poplars in general are poor
compartmentalisers of decay, and pollarding can accelerate stem and branch decay;
as has occurred in this population. The health of the trees here is further
compromised by the waterlogging problem (see Section 4.3.2), and the safe life
expectancy of the mature specimens is likely to be short. Due to the proximity of
the trees to the busy cycle/footpath and the properties along Culverden Road,
these trees will need to be closely managed over the next 10 years, and removed
when thei r structural condition becomes very poor.

4.6.2

Recommendations have been made for the immediate management of individual
trees (see Prioritised Works Schedule at Appendix D). However, in the long term,
the older specimens should be removed and replaced, and, if no remedial action is
taken to alleviate the waterlogging in this area, the replacement of the younger
specimens with species more tolerant of permanent waterlogging (e.g., willows

Salix sp. And common alder A/nus glutinosa) is advised .
4.6.3

If funds can be made available, it may be of merit to consider the removal of the
older and structurally compromised mature poplars and their replacement in one

9

Percival, G.C., Barrow, I., Noviss, K., Kea ry, I., Pennington, P. (2011) The impact of horse chestnut leaf miner
(Cameraria ohride/la Deschka and Dimic; HCLM) on vitality, growth and reproduction Aesculus hippocastanum
L.). Urban Forestry and Urban Greening, 10, 11-17.
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operation {T482, T485, T489, T490, T492, T494, T495, T496, T497, T498, T507,
T514). Figure 10 shows the location of these trees.

Tooting Bee Comm on

Parcel 2:

Th~

Trlangl.;

..
0
Fig 10: Locations of mature structurally compromised poplars shown in red

4. 7

Loss of Newly Planted Trees

4.7.1

New tree planting has been carried out across the site, which is a positive measure
to ensure the long-term sustainability of the tree population, especially where new
trees replace older trees that have had to be removed. However, many newly
planted trees are not thriving. Some have failed to establish a healthy enough root
system to support their growth and are showing crown dieback and death of the
leading shoot. The causes of this poor health include stem girdling at the base due
to mower damage, transplant shock and possibly drought (consecutive dry springs).
A handful of new trees in more exposed locations have been vandalised; others
have suffered dog damage to the stems. Others are suffering stem damage from
overly tight staking (see Fig 12). In particular, a good proportion of the newly
planted trees along Tooting Bee Road are in poor physiological condition.
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•Dead
Poor
Fair

• Good

Figure 11 Physiological condition of newly planted trees

Fig 12 (left}: Vandalism of new trees; (right}: stem damage from tight staking

4.7.2

Inevitably, the worst affected newly planted trees will need to be replaced (those in
a Dead and Poor condition); others (those in Fair condition) may survive if better
protected and watered. Many of the problems besetting the new trees could be
avoided in future planting by the fo llowing protection and establishment measures:
•

Careful species se lection

•

Routine watering of stock for the first 3 years until establishment
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•

Installation of strimmer guards at the base of all newly planted trees in mown
areas

•
4.7.3

Changing the stake design to avoid abrasion.

Species selection. Species chosen for new tree planting are mostly native species

that reflect the current population on the common, including pedunculate oak {33
no.), hawthorn (29), small-leaved lime {21), field maple {8) birch (8) and hornbeam
(5). These are good species choice, although but attention should be paid to local
conditions in select ing species for planting. For example, along the north side of
Tooting Bee Road, known as the Horse Ride) the lime are estab lishing well, whereas
other species such as fastigiate oak ( Quercus 'Koster') are fai ling, possibly due to soil
cond itions not being suited to the latter.
4.8

Woodland - Compaction/Erosion, Vertical Structure and Holly Invasion

4.8.1

Many of the secondary wood land blocks on the Common are in good condition,
w ith a diverse age mix of trees and some degree of field/shrub layer, albeit rather
species poor, as is typica l of seconda ry woodland if this age. In the woodland blocks
in more heavily trafficked areas, however, notably those on Tooting Graveney
Common (Parcels 14 and 15), the woodland condition is rather poorer due to soi l
erosion and compaction and an absence of any field or shrub layer. Some of the
trees close to the paths and desire lines are showing significant root exposure (see
Fig. 13). In time, soil depletion from usage pressure wi ll impair the health and
reduce the longevity of the affected trees . This issue cou ld be managed by soi l
decompaction and addition of amel iorants (e.g., woodchip mulch) and the
temporary exclusion of people to encourage the growth of a field/shrub layer that
wil l stabilise the so il.

Fig 13: Exposed roots and bare earth due to soil
erosion in W2252
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4.8.2

Parts of W2252 (Parce l 15; Athletics Track), W1464 (Parcel 13; Streatham Woods)
and W560 (Parcel 4; North of Bedford Hill) are slowly being invaded by holly. Holly
can become invasive if not managed, to the extent that it inhibits any other shrubs
and herbs from growing and creates an impenetrable spiny thicket throughout the
affected woodland . Holly invasion is typical in woodlands in the south-east where
there is little or no natural grazing. Holly growth should be control led in the
woodlands by cutting down the stems to ground level and poisoning the stumps, at
rough ly 3-year interva ls. It may be prudent in some areas, however, to use the
development of holly thickets to exclude pedestrian traffic from the rooting areas of
vulnerable trees (see Section 4.8.1).

Fig 14: (left): Holly invasion in W2252; (right) : holly seed lings naturally regenerating

4.9
4.9.1

Tree Avenues
A full assessment of the three main avenues of trees along Dr Johnson Avenu e,
Garrads Road and Chestnut Avenue, will be carried out as part of the Heritage Tree
Survey. This condition survey has identified that the key management issues of
these features are:
•

Management of the horse chestnuts (Chestnut Avenue and Garrads Road) in
the near future given the gradually declining structural condition of some of
the older specimens and the uncertain status of the species as a viable
amen ity tree in the future (see Section 4.5).

•

Protection of the remaining historic oaks on Dr Johnson Avenue from vehicle
pressures.

•

Planning for avenue succession (especially the replacement of older declining
avenue trees).

•

The potential reinstatement of the Tooting Bee avenue (formal ly an avenue of
predominantly elms ); today a rather informal coll ection of remn ant old trees
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and newly planted speci mens of a diverse mix of species that will not, if
al lowed to mature, present a formal aven ue as elsewhere on th e Common).

Fig 14: Garrads Road Avenue (oak and horse chestnut),
looking south

Fig 15: Chestnut Avenue (horse chestnut),
looking south

Fig 16: Remnant avenue, Tooting Bee Road,
looking west
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5.0

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 10-YEAR TREE MANAGEMENT STRATEGY AND KEY
ACTION PLAN

5.1

Tree Management Strategy

5.1.1

Historically, the man agement of Tooting Common's tree population has been fa irly
conservative and 'light touch'. This approach has se rved the Common well.
Howeve r, the Common faces changing pressures, such as increased public usage
and rising dog populations (l eading to soil damage), predict ed wetter winters und er
climat e change scenarios th at cou ld worsen waterlogging across the site, the aging
of ce rtain subpopulations of trees (popl ars, horse chestnuts and veteran trees ), and
changing expectation s of tree risk management. Therefore, a tree manage ment
strat egy for the next 10 yea rs should be developed that builds on the strength s of
previous management, whi lst seeking opportunities for site-wide improvements
and co nsidering the particu lar contemporary cha ll enges and pressures th at the
Common faces. Thi s strategy shou ld be based on a set of management obj ect ives.

5.2

Management Objectives

5.2.1

Tree management objectives for the Co mmon should reflect its heritage,
conservation, biodiversity and amenity assets.

5.2.2

Specifi c overarching objectives shou ld be set for th e future management of th e
trees on the Common. The following list gives some suggest ed objectives, based on
th e key issues id entified in section 4 and th e statu s of the Common as a SINC and
important publi c open space.

1. Balanced Tree Risk Management

Take a balan ced approach to risk manage ment

10

Period ica lly inspect trees based on t arget zones to manage risk
Prune or remove trees when the risk becomes intolerable, having regard to the
'target'
Ret ain mature trees for as long as possible (within resource constraints)
2.

Maintain a Sustainable Tree Population

M ai ntain a good age class mix by new planting, protecting est ablished trees and
retaining mature and ancient/vetera n trees for as long as possible.
Actively manage new tree establishm ent to reduce losses.
Am eliorate soil co mpaction and wat erlogging wh ere acute.
10

See National Tree Safety Group (2011) Common Sense Ri sk Management of Trees. Forestry Commission,
Ed inburgh.
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Manage people movement (e.g., temporary exclusion) to protect vulnerable trees
and all ow woodland understorey generation.
3. Improve Biodiversity

Plant and encourage a diverse species mix, focusing on native species in the more
natural areas
Encourage a better vertical structure in the woodlands
Ensure the continu ity of the veteran tree habitat
Control invasive species (e.g., holly, rhododendron)
Leave stand ing and lying deadwood in situ where appropriate within risk
management protocol
4. Curate the Historical Tree Heritage

Manage the ancient/veteran oaks to ensure their long lifespan and habitat
continuity
Co ll ect seeds from historic oaks and propagate new specimens from them
Develop a plan for the ongoing management of the ageing avenues
Reinstate the formal avenue along Tooting Bee Road
Ensure new planting reflects the historic species mix
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5.3

Key Action Plan

Key Issue
AOD

Veteran Tree
Management

Soil Issues

Action

Year 1

Management
Objective
2,4

2. Apply cultural measures to improve tree health and resilience, e.g., application of woodchip
mulch (see Appendix D}, exclusion or dissuasion of public from

Year 1

2,4

3. Set up programme to monitor the progression of AOO across the Common; engage
volunteer grou ps.

Year 1

2,4

4. Carry out phased halo thinning of suppressed specimens (TS41, specimens to east of
Streatham Wood}

Year 2

2,4

l.

Timescale
Send test samples to Forest Research [ref] to confirm presence of AOO

5.

Soil amelioration through mulching, decompaction and exclusion around vulnerable trees

Years 2-6

1, 2,4

6.

Set up programme (possibly with volunteers} to monitor veteran tree health and condition
across the Common; engage volunteers.

Year 1

2,4

7.

Formulate specific inspection regime (see above}. Recommendation is two-yearly scheduled
inspections plus ad hoc inspection after severe storms.

Year 1

1, 2

8.

Conduct study on pedestrian usage habits and dog usage and fouling to inform management
strategy

Year 2

2, 3

9.

Use woodchip mulch and/or physical decompaction to ameliorate soil compaction; establish
exclusion zones around vulnerable trees and very badly affected areas

Years 2-6

2, 3
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Key Issue
Soil Issues cont.

Action

Timescale

10. Explore drainage options for the area to the rear of Culverden Road and around G563
(London planes along Bedford Hill)

Year 3

Management
Objective
2,

11. Explore ways to "delineate" paths to dissuade habitual foot traffic across rooting areas of

Year 2/3

1, 2, 3

12. Explore options for "rotational exclusion" of public to allow areas to rest and decompaction
or cultural measures and reseeding to take place.

Years 1-10

1, 2, 3

13. Remove young trees girdled by bleeding ca nker.

Years 2-3

2

14. Monitor bleeding canker progression in Semi-mature and Early Mature specimens, removing
where necessary if specimens become overcome by the disease.

Ongoing

1, 2

15. Choose an alternative species for horse chestnut across the Common that is less susceptible
to disease, e.g., Aesculus indica {Indian horse chestnut).

Year 1

3

16. Carry out remedial work set out in the Prioritised Work Schedule at Appendix D.

Years 1-3

1

17. Consider the planned removal of all mature poplar specimens with significant structural
defects in this area (see Section 4.7); replace with species more tolerant of permanent
waterlogging (e.g., willow, alder).

Year2

1

pathside trees, e.g., establishment of ground vegetation.

Horse Chestnuts

Culverden Road
Poplars
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Key Issue
Losses of Newly
Planted Trees

Woodlands

Timescale

18. Inspect newly planted trees (identified as of a 'Young' Age Class and as 'Staked' and with
'Dieback' in the Condition column of the Tree Schedule at Appendix C) after leaf-out this
spring; remove and repla ce those that are unlikely to establish.

Year 1

M anagement
Objective
2

19. Fit strimmer guards to all existing newly planted trees in mown grass areas.

Year 1

2

20. Restake strangled/stem abraded new trees with hollow spacer and loose tree strap
configuration; use this specification going forward.

Year 1

2

21. Develop a strategy for tree replacement and new tree establishment, including
a) species palette
b) key locations for replanting
c) protection design (strimmer guard, improved staking design, weed suppressant)
d) establishment regime (watering, mulching)

Year 2

2, 3, 4

22. Control holly invasion by targeted removal and stump poisoning

Years 2-3;
every 3
years
Years 1-10

2,3

2,3,4

Ongoing

1, 2

Action

23. Explore "temporary exclusion" from key compacted/eroded areas; encourage/plant shrub
layer to improve vertical structure of woodlands, provide habitat and create natural
exclusion around rooting areas of vulnerable trees
,

24. Leave standing and lying deadwood in situ
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Key Issue
Tree Avenues

Risk Management

Timescale

Management
Objective

25. Long-term management and succession plan to be drawn up in Heritage Tree Report

Year 1

1, 2,4

26. Reinstate formal avenue along Tooting Bee Road; replace non-thriving and unsuitable
species of newly planted trees with one or two species of large ultimate size

Year 5

2,3,4

27. Define reinspection schedule of between 1 and 5 years for all trees on the Common by zone

Year 1

1

28. Carry out inspection and identify risk management works as necessary; keep suitable
records of inspections, works prescribed and completed

Ongoing

1

Action
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